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DURING THE 1980S the SSL 4000 Series desks 
introduced a number of revolutionary features 
and two of the main ones are represented here 

in this box — Total Recall and channel dynamics. 
The eight mono dynamics modules each feature 
a Compressor and a Gate/Expander similar to that 
found on the XL-K Series console. The vertical control 
arrangement certainly makes operation simpler and 
immediately comfortable for anyone used to using 
an SSL desk.

The X-Rack is 4U high, but comes with chunky 
rubber feet attached, and an Allen key for removal 
of the feet or the rack ears to suit the installation. 
A smaller Allen key is also supplied for the removal 
of the eight modules, for servicing or replacement 
with (at the time of writing) as yet unannounced 
alternative modules, or blanking panels if you can’t 
afford, or don’t need, the full complement. A mere 
8-inches deep, the unit is surprisingly light, yet feels 
beautifully constructed, as neat and elegant as a full-
sized XL-K Series console.

The rear of the rack is equipped with an IEC 
inlet for power with a useful retaining clip, and 
the PSU is happy to accept any voltage without 
adjustment (despite the contradictory information 

sheet — the excellent manual is correct). There are 
a pair of D-type connectors for Total Recall functions 
when chaining multiple units, or even connecting an 
AWS 900 console. Further, there are MIDI I-Os for 
Sysex dumping of the internal stores, or updating 
the software. The rear of the Dynamics modules 
have XLRs for input, output and Key input, plus a 
pushbutton for +4/-10dB switching.

While the layout is simple and the labelling 
perfectly clear, numbering the module slots on the 
front and the rear would have been helpful. On the 
front panel, a large area in front of the PSU simply 
bears branding legending. Alongside this is the Total 
Recall section with LED display, a knob and three 
related pushbuttons, and below this is the large 
main power button. This is unusual and impressive, 
although disappointingly the vertical slit didn’t light 
up blue as it appears to in the publicity photos — the 
review model’s remained dark.

I have always enjoyed using the 4000 Series’ 
channel dynamics. In the days of analogue tape, 
the expander mode provided useful noise reduction, 
and the compressors would make drums and, well, 
anything sound punchy and present. The auto make-
up gain always added a tiny bit of extra gain with 

small amounts of compression, providing a great 
way to slightly boost a signal when mixing, without 
having to fi ddle with the automation.

With the advent of the 9000 series desks, the 
Gate/Expander gained a Hold knob, and the whole 
act was cleaned up with the brighter, classier 
and less crunchy sound from the improved signal 
path. So, of course, it is the cleanest possible 
SuperAnalogue incarnation we have here. There is 
also the ‘Pk’ button to switch from RMS sensing 
to Peak sensing for a different character — the SSL 
squash remains, but a harder knee is most evident. 
A Link button on each channel connects the gain 
reduction control voltages — this works even if the 
linked source channel is bypassed, which is great 
for ducking effects, although it will also mute the 
signal if the other channel’s gate is closed, so proper 
linking of gates is achieved using the Key XLR. 
The Gates’ Expand mode is excellent for click-free 
noise reduction, while the Fast Attack setting will 
snap open superbly on transients. Similarly, the 
Compressor’s fast attack mode will squash transients 
before their full weight pounces. They sound great, 
and I love the little LED meters because they tell all 
you need to know.

The rack’s Total Recall functions are very similar to 
those found on SSL’s full-sized consoles. Basic saving 
and loading of setups couldn’t be simpler using the 
32 numbered internal memory locations. Twiddling 
the knob (D-Pot) scrolls through the numbered 
memories, and a push on the knob recalls settings, 
while pressing the Save button stores instantly into 
empty memories (indicated by the Empty LED). Two 
pushes are required when over-writing.

Upon recalling, the modules’ SEL buttons’ LEDs 
illuminate, fl ashing until settings are matched, when 
they become solidly lit. Using these buttons it is 
possible to copy or swap settings between modules. 
Matching knob settings is done using the tiny LED 
indicators above each knob — red indicates anti-
clockwise and green indicates clockwise movement. 
When perfectly matched, the LED goes off. The 
buttons’ accompanying LEDs light up until their 
status is matched, whether latched up or down.

The simplicity of the Recall section belies the 
hidden functions accessed by pressing and holding 
the Setup/MIDI button. This accesses a whole Setup 
submenu that is scrolled with the D-Pot, then pushing 
the D-Pot takes you another level down for the 
settings associated with that particular submenu. 
Pressing the D-Pot again saves the setting and returns 
you to normal operation. This slightly mysterious 
world means keeping the manual handy to decode 
the obscure hieroglyphics that appear on the two-
character seven-segment display. Entering this mode 
is required for MIDI Sysex dumping, but achieving 
this is actually very straightforward using a MIDI 
sequencer on a computer.

The Recall operations are elegant and simple, 
but in this modern computer age, the act of having 
to actually turn the knobs and push the buttons 
to achieve recall seems a little archaic. But these 
dynamics modules are certainly of terrifi c quality, 
and reassuringly familiar to the legion of SSL users. 
With the number of large commercial music studios 
seemingly in decline, the home/producer Pro Tools 
studio is an ideal market for this type of product, and 
although expensive (UK£4620 + VAT fully loaded), I 
would love to own one of these. ■
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PROS

CONS

EXTRAS

Familiar, characterful SSL dynamics; convenient vertical layout; terrifi c build; comprehensive recall.

Module numbering front and rear would help; recalling is time consuming and fi ddly; original Pull-
function knobs were better than extra buttons; Expensive.

The XLogic E Signature Channel delivers the classic sound of the original early 1980s E Series console 
with the choice of selectable transformer driven or Variable Harmonic Drive (VHD) mic amps and the 
‘Listen Mic’ Compressor.

The dynamics section is identical to the circuit of the Class A VCA chip used in the early consoles. The 
compressor contains additional switching options to defeat the over-easy curve in favour of a linear 
release. The result is a compressor with three distinct voicings.

The EQ section defaults to the original ‘Brown Knob’ circuit that was standard on all early production E 
Series but also reproduces the Black Knob EQ that was developed in conjunction with George Martin 
for the fi rst SSL installed at AIR Studios.




